Abstract. It is shown that expansion waves for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations are nonlinearly stable. The expansion waves are constructed for the compressible Euler equations based on the inviscid Burgers equation. Our result shows that Navier-Stokes equations and Euler equations are timeasymptotically equivalent on the level of expansion waves. The result is proved using the energy method, making essential use of the expansion of the underlining nonlinear waves and the specific form of the constitutive eqution for a polytropic gas.
Introduction
Consider one-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations in the Lagrangian Coordinates, v t -u~ = 0, (1.1)1
U t -'k Px = (#Ux(V))x,
(1"1)2 where v, u, p, e and 0 are, respectively, the specific volume, velocity, pressure, internal energy and the temperatures of the gas, and the positive constants #, x are the viscosity and heat conductivity coefficients. The gas is assumed to be potytropic:
(U2)
e
RO p = RO/v = A exp(s/c~)v-',
where s is the entropy, R > 0 the gas constant, ?, > 1 the adiabatic constant, cv = R/(V -1) the specific heat, and A a positive constant. We are interested in the expansion waves. For this, it is convenient to work with the equation for the entropy
(7-1)/pvx s, = ----(PSx)x I I +--R#uZ~
(1-1)3'
pv co pv k v /x P vz '
Equations (1.1)1, (1.1)2, (1.1)3 and (1.1)1, (1,.1)2, (1.1); are equivalent. Our purpose is to show that expansion waves for (1.1) are nonlinearly stable. For expansion waves the right-hand side of (1.1) decays faster than each term in the left-hand side. Therefore the compressible Navier-Stokes Eq. (1.1) may be replaced, time-asymptotically for expansion waves, by the compressible Euler equations There are two families of expansion (rarefaction) waves for (1.3), CourantFriedrichs [1] . We will describe only the 1-rarefaction waves, which are characterized by 2 s and u + (yvp) 1/2 constant in (x, t), and 7-1
(v, s)(x, t) --(7pv-1)1/2 increasing in x.
Suppose that the end states of the initial data for (1.3) satisfy s+ -s( _+ oo,0) = So, 2 1 
where, for simplicity, we have set s o = 0. Our main result is the following stability theorem. Analogous results also hold for linear superposition of 1-rarefaction and 3-rarefaction waves by combining our technique here and the characteristic-energy method of Liu [3] . The stability of expansion waves for the isentropic flow has been proved by Matzumura and Nishihara [5] ; see also [4] and [6] for stability of expansion waves for other systems. Expansion waves and compression waves for (1.1) are both stable, but in a markedly different sense. Expansion waves are stable in the sup(L~) norm but not in the integral (L1) norm, while compression waves are supposed to be stable in both norms, cf. [3] . As a consequence the stability analysis for expansion waves differs in some basic way from that for compression waves. Although we use the energy method as in previous works [5, 4, 6] , we do not use the smallness of 5, (1.5), to control some of the first order terms. Instead, we used the entropy equation (1.3)' and the specific form of the constitutive relation (1.2) for the final, and crucial, energy estimate; see the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Expansion Waves
The characteristics for the Euler equations (1.3) are
It can be shown easily that because the 1-rarefaction waves form (1.3) take value along the 1-characteristic direction, the characteristic speed 21 satisfies the inviscid Burgers equation, [2] :
The specific choice of the initial data (1.4) yields, by characteristic method for (2.1),
This can be solved for 21(x, t). 2, rarefies in that 021/c'~x decays at the rate t-1. The other physical quantities are obtained from
Thus (fi, ~) also rarefies. It follows from these identities that their Lp norms decay algebraically. 
For the details of the proof, see Matzumura-Nishihara [5] and Xin [6] .
Energy Estimates
In what follows II'll~, 1=0, 1,2,..., denote the usual Sobolev norms for HZ(x), II'll--II'llo, I'l-II'llL~) and II IlL, the Lp(
be the solution of (1.1) with initial value
and (~i, g, g)(x, t) the solution (2.2) of (1.3) and (1.4). Set
Since (u, v, s) satisfies (1.1), (1.1)2 and (1.1)~ and (a, g,s-) satisfies (1.3) we have
From (1.5) we have
For brevity we denote by
O<t<-_t is small and p(x, t) > Po, v + rp(x, t) > Vo for some Po > O, v o > 0 and -oc < x < 0%
O<_z<_t.
The proof of the above lemma following easily from the Sobolev inequality, and that p_ > 0 and v_ > 0. In the estimates below 0(1) denotes functions which are uniformly bounded for all time. We start with the estimate for the entropy s in the next lemma followed by the estimate for q~, ~ in the following two lemmas. These estimates are then put together in Proposition 3.5, whose proof contains the key new ingredient in our theory. In the following 1emma we always assumed that for some e, sufficiently smaU,
Lemma 3.2.
-°°
Proof. Multiply (3.3)3 by s(t) and integrate over R 1 x [0, t] to obtain
We first estimate the second term on the right-hand side: 
< O(1)N1/2(t)~ ~ (s 2 + ~)dxdt + O(1)Ni/2(t)6~/3, 0--oo
where we have used Lemma 3.1, Sobolev inequality, (3.6)° Young's inequality, and (ii) of Lemma 2.1. Similarly the other two terms on the right-hand side of (3.8) are estimated as follows: 
The lemma follows from these estimate and (3.9). Q.E.D. 
We first estimate the right-hand side of (3.11) by parts: 
= -~° Ip~(g,s)[~-dx t=o + O(1)N(t) -~ 42dx t=o -

+ pvv(v,s)vt~+pvs(~,s)st-~-dxdt O--co @a + i ~oo (Q lvvt + Q , ~oq~t + Q lsst)--f dxdt.
O-co
The above integrals which involve s t is estimated by (3.3)3, Lemma 2.1, Sobolev and Young's inequalities as in previous estimates:
@3 i ~o~ (Pvs(v,s)stq~---; + Ql~st-~-)dxdt t co = (sx + ¢Px + ~kx)dxdt + O(t)N1/2(t)~ ~ 2 2 2 O(1)NllZ(t)6~13, O--co
details are omitted. From (3.3) and the Sobolev inequality, 
~ (p(O,O)-p(O,s))@,dxdt=-~ ~ (ps(O,O)s@t+ Q2s2@,)dxdt 0 -co 0 -co
= -(p; + O(1)(ao + N(t)) j sq~dxl + I I (p~(~,O)s,e + p~(go)~,se
The lowest order term on the right-hand side is estimated from (3.3)3:
v 2_ P;(l+O(1)(N(t)+6°))!-ool 4 )2dxdt t o:3 + 0(1)(~o + N(t))~ ~ vtq)2dxdt 0--oo t oo (sx + q~ + + +O(1)N1/=(t)l ~ 2 2 ~2)dxd t O(1)N1/2(t)6~/3. 0--oo
Other terms are estimated similarly as above and we have t oO 
f [(p(~,O)-p(O,s))]q~,dxdt O--¢tO
= --(p£-+ 0(1)(6 o + N(t s(t)rp(t)dxs(O)q~(O)dx
+ O(1)N1/2(t) I I (Sx2 + ~0~2 + ¢~)dxdt + O(1)Nt/2(t)6~/a. 0--o0
The lemma follows from (3.11) and the above estimates.
Lemma 3.4.
Q.E.D. 
# [(p~(t)[2dx-q)~(t)@(t)dx +
=~-~_ + O(1)(b + N(t)) Soo(~Ox(t)-q~x(Ol)dx-2! -~o ~ 0(t)(~, + ~9~)~p2dxdt =~ 7f+O(1)(a+N(t)) ~ (~o:(t)-~o:(O))dx+O(1)2(a+N(t))i ~ q~2dxdt, -m
-m t oo t oo --5 I p~(O + q~,s)q~2 dxdt = (IPv-[ + O(1)(b + N(t))) 5 5 q ~2 dxdt" -m -0o
From integration by parts and 
S ~ (P,(V+ q~,s))-(p,(~,s))~xq)xdxdt = O(11 t I [~oOxq~[dxdt
0 -oa 0 -m = O(1)j" f [~°I([v~t 2 + ~°21 dxdt
).
Similarly from Lemma 2.1. 
The lemma follows from (3.13) and the above estimates. Q.E.D. In the proof of the following key estimate we make use of the specific form of the constitutive relation (1.2). 1)mz(o) + O(1)eM + 0(1) Note that the first three terms above are positive definite:
tl(cP,@,s)(t)tt 2 + S [[(¢Px,~Jx, s~H2(t) dt <-C(N2(O) + 6~/6)
(O2(t) + yp q~2(t) _ 2(7 --1)p s(tlq~(t)dx -oo v R 2tc(7 -1) i v £ ~ sx% dxdt 0 --CO (3.18) 'J~( 2# 2 --v- 2(7-1)2kp v2R 7(7-2+-1)P J ~3~ 1 (P2 + ! G + = O(1)m2(o) + O(1)eM + O(1)m~/2(t)8~/6 + O(1)amE(t), # 2 -~ ~°2 R ~oo(~-_vC])~(t)_q~(t)~(t))dx÷i~(Y~P v (7-1)P = O(
~(-~z(t)-(ax(t)~(t)+~-vq~2(t)dx)>O
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Thus (3.21) yields This completes the estimate of the lower order terms on the left-hand side of (3.15).
The higher order terms are estimated in a similar way using the energy method applied to the derivatives of (3.3). Since the argument is exactly the same, we omit the details. 
Existence and Asymptotic Behavior
With proposition 3.5 the proof of our main theorem becomes routine. First, the hypothesis (3.14) is implied by (3.15) under the assumption that N(0) and 6 o are small. This observation and the usual local existence theorem for the hyperbolic parabolic system (1. This proves our main theorem.
